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Introduction

I n the ever-changing world of work, the idea of

spending some or all your time working in teams is

becoming more and more common. From solving

problems, to tackling projects, to providing

organizational leadership, the roles and importance of

teams continue to grow.

Leading a team — a collection of individuals — is no easy

job, however. Teams are a means for getting work done

but they’re not a guarantee of success. They produce far

better results when team members work well together

than when they don’t. Getting your team members to

work well together is no small feat.

But when teams gel, they can far outperform traditional

work groups. Teams make it possible to bring together

the variety of skills, perspectives, and talents that you

need in the contemporary workplace. In fact, teams are

becoming more and more vital for helping business

organizations to achieve their objectives. Leading people

to work together effectively in teams is the topic of this

book.

About This Book

This book is written for you — managers at all levels who

have some form of work group that you’re trying to lead



as a team. In many cases, this group o people reports

directly to you. They may be nonmanagement employees,

supervisors, or managers who report to you as part of

your department, or executives who report to you as part

of senior management for the whole organization.

They’re your staff and you’re their boss. If you have the

need and desire for them to work together as a team,

Managing Teams For Dummies is your reference and

guide.

This book also is written for anyone, manager or not,

who is asked to take on the role of team leader. Your

team members don’t report to you — you’re not their

supervisor. But for some work reason, such as a project,

you’re spending time together and you are the person

designated to make the team run and produce good

results. So although you don’t have direct supervisory

authority over the team members, you still bear all

management responsi- bility for the team.

Managing Teams For Dummies also applies to senior

level management people who sponsor teams. Although

you may not run a team directly yourself, you’re

spearheading the efforts of your managers who are

leading teams, and you need to be able to coach and

support them.

Even team members who don’t have a leadership role

can benefit from this book. Many of the strategies and

skills you find here can help you to perform well as a

team member and to support your manager. In short, this



book is a practical guide for everyone with a role to play

in making teams produce good results — your resource

for meeting this major challenge.

Conventions Used in This

Book

Throughout this book, the word team has a particular

meaning. Though many people refer to their work groups

as teams, I do not use team to denote just any kind of

work group. In this book, team means a group organized

to work together that shares an overall common purpose

or role and shares responsibility for the outcomes of the

whole group. A team is an interdependent, coordinated

group of people. Unlike regular work groups in which

people take responsibility primarily for their own area of

work, team denotes people relying on one another for

organizing and carrying out all the team’s work and

producing the outcomes expected by the whole group.

Team building as used in this book is different from the

way that many people use the term. In the broad sense of

this book, team building means the whole effort and

campaign to lead a team to perform well together — an

ongoing responsibility for the life of a team. In a more

limited sense, team building is one strategy among a

large package of team development efforts that enhance

working relationships for strengthening team

cohesiveness. But I do not use team building in this book



to refer to those group activities of play and fun — often

done off the work site — that are meant to transform

everyone into one big happy unit. There’s nothing wrong

with big happy units, but they’re not necessarily teams.

The terms manager and team leader are often used

interchangeably in this book. They refer to the role of the

person who’s running and leading the team.



How This Book Is

Organized

This book is organized into six main parts. Here’s an

overview of what you can find in each part:



Part I: Getting Into Teams

Part I contains the first two chapters of the book — the

conceptual foundation of the whole book. I talk about

what teams are and the common types of teams that

exist in business organizations, and I distinguish

between ordinary work groups and genuine teams,

pointing out the key differences. Part I also reminds you

why teams flounder and why simply wishing a team into

existence is not enough to help make it perform

productively. No magic wands or special pills exist for

turning a team into a productive unit. But your

leadership in building a team structure on the three

cornerstones — focus, cohesiveness, and accountability

— can produce success, and I show you how.



Part II: Leadership for Team

Success

This part defines your leadership role in running teams

effectively. Chapter 3 introduces the concept of leading

your teams as a coach, which is a critical theme for the

whole book. I explain what leading as a coach means and

how it’s different from being the boss or supervisor

who’s a good worker or doer.

In Chapter 4, you gain tips and strategies for helping

lead a team through its early stages of development. It’s

naïve to expect every transition into a team structure to

go smoothly, and this part prepares you to handle the

challenge. Chapter 4 contains coaching tips for dealing

with the team member behavior and performance

problems that sometimes arise as teams take shape.



Part III: Strategies for Building

Productive Teams

This third part of the book takes the model of the three

cornerstones for team success — focus, cohesiveness,

and accountability — and develops them one chapter at a

time. You gain a depth of practical knowledge and tools

for applying the strategies associated with each

cornerstone. You can pick and choose the tools you think

best fit your teams, but the idea here is to build upon all

three cornerstones. Teams that have a high level of

focus, cohesiveness, and accountability work well

together and produce strong results.



Part IV: Developing Tools for

Productive Team Players

Teams need members who can work well together to

accomplish the team’s work — otherwise known as good

team players. But the skills of a good team player are

seldom taught to most people in grade school or high

school. School kids are often well conditioned to work

independently but aren’t necessarily equipped to work

collaboratively, the way they must work as team

members.

Part IV focuses on giving you these essential team skills

— effective interpersonal communication, planning,

problem-solving, conflict resolution, shared decision

making, and organizing and running meetings. The

chapters are written like instructional guides. If you

want to, you can discover the skills right along with your

team members.



Part V: Managing Some

Tougher Team Matters

Part V explores three of the more challenging team

management situations: self-directed teams, project

teams/task teams, and alternative team-compensation

systems.

As the name implies, a self-directed team has no

manager in charge. A project team or task team often is

cross-functional and exists only until its project or task is

complete. The compensation topic can be just as

challenging as the other two, involving incentives,

bonuses, and skill-based pay, not to mention rewarding

good team performance through noncash means. Part V

offers you many tips and strategies on all these topics.



Part VI: The Part of Tens

This last part of the book consists of three short chapters

containing useful tips and insights on other team-related

issues: leading a management team, getting a team back

on track when its performance slips, and recognizing

effective team members when you see them.

Icons Used in This Book

Throughout this book you may notice small graphics in

the margins, called icons. These symbols are meant to

grab your attention in particular ways, as I explain:

This icon signifies practical ideas and points that

help you put into practice what you’re reading.

This icon identifies a thought worth keeping in mind

as you manage your teams.

A red flag about what not to do in running teams.

An “aha” idea or insight meant to stimulate your

thoughts about managing teams.

A how-to skill that can help your team members on

the job.

A teaching tip to help you translate team

management theory into understandable

information



Where to Go from Here

This book is written so that each chapter stands on its

own. So if you like to skip around and explore team

topics as they come to mind, you can easily do so without

being out of place. Sometimes I refer to points, terms,

and skills covered in other chapters, making it easy for

you to fill in information when you need to. One

suggestion: You may want to start by reading Chapters 1

and 2 because they lay the foundation for the rest of the

book. Enjoy your journey!


